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Abstract: The wireless sensor networks (WSN) are said to be one of the popular networks in using all-inclusive applications
These networks are structured in many or more number of sensor nodes. The Deployment of nodes in these networks are not
secure which may cause to security attacks. In this paper we are deliberating different types of security attacks in network layer
and how to enhance them by using some of the methods to avert those attacks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Wireless Sensor Networks are the network which consist of many number of sensor nodes. These sensor nodes which mainly
perform these operations like signal processing, sensor configuration and computation. The sensor nodes which helps to mitigate the
environmental condition. Wireless sensor networks are new-fangled wireless networks which are distributed, low-power, low-cost
and small in size[2].[4] Wireless sensor networks are used in many all-inclusive applications like Health-care, Habitat monitoring,
civilian application, military application, traffic control and environment monitoring. [4][6]In Environment, the WSN are used to
measure the environmental conditions like temperature, pressure, sound and humidity etc.
The [7][9]WSN are constructed to many number of nodes in which each number of nodes are connected to one or more sensors. A
sensor node is typically made up of a radio transmitter, an interfacing circuit, a microcontroller and a battery. The radio transmitter
is connected along with an antenna. The rest of the paper is catalogued as follows

Fig.1.1 Wireless Sensor Networks [3]
A. Security Purpose
Wireless Sensor Networks [2][4] is also an another form of adhoc network, these security goals shrouds both traditional network
and unique constraint of adhoc network. [5][8]The security goals are divides into two ways: Primary and Secondary. The primary
goals can also be called as standard security goals as Confidentiality, Integrity, Authentication and availability. The secondary goals
are data freshness, self-organization[9].
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B. Confidentiality
Confidentiality refers to the capability to obscure message from the eavesdroppers.
C. Integrity
Integrity means that message which was received cannot able to modify by the attacker.
D. Data Authentication
Authentication which means it verifies the identity of sender and receiver for blocking the modification of the packets and injecting
the bogus packets.
E. Availability
Availability which means the resource is available for the message to communicate during the data communication.
F. Data Freshness
When the data is recent, and it assures that old message cannot be replayed.
II. ATTACKS ON WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
During the communication between sender and receiver,[7][8] the wireless sensor networks are endangered which may cause to
security attacks. In this case, the network is unprotected.[14] In WSN, the security attacks are divided into two types: Active Attacks
and Passive Attacks.

ATTACKS
ACTIVE
ATTACK

PASSIVE
ATTACK

Fig.1.2.Types of Attacks
Active Attack which means the intruder who gets inside the communication between sender and the receiver and changes the
network packet and sends a false network packet. Passive Attack which means when the intruder who get inside the communication
without knowing to the sender and receiver.
A. Wireless Sensor Networks On Osi Layers
due to[5] the unique characteristics of underlying networking protocols, sensor networks are vulnerable to security threats. Attacks
can occur at any layer such as physical, link, network, transport, and application etc.[5][6] Most of these routing protocols are not
designed to have security mechanisms and it makes it even easier for an attacker to break the security for example, attacks at the
physical layer of the network include jamming of radio signal, tampering with physical devices etc.
1) Physical Layer
a) Jamming Attack
b) Tampering Attack
2) Link Layer
a) Collision Attack
b) Exhausting Attack
3) Network Layer
a) Wormhole Attack
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b) Black hole Attac
c) Sybil Attac
d) Sinkhole Attack
4) Transport Layer
a) Flooding Attack
5) Application Layer
a) Denial-of-Service Attack
b) Cloning Attack
III. ATTACKS ON NETWORK LAYER
An Intruder fetches the information by unauthorisation of data in Wireless sensor Network environment.[11]There are different
types of network layer security attacks:
1) Wormhole Attack
2) Black hole Attack
3) Sybil Attack
4) Sinkhole Attack

ATTACKS ON
NETWORK
LAYER
WORMHOL
E ATTACK

BLACKHOLE
ATTACK

SYBIL
ATTACK
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ATTACK

Fig.1.3.Attacks in Network Layer in WSN
A. Wormhole Attack
The Attack[5] where the intruder which make a link to source and destination to communicate among the

Fig.1.4. Worm Hole Attack[5]
two node, this make of easily accessible to share the information. Wormhole attack[12] has different types they are:
1) Open Wormhole Attack:In open wormhole attack, the attacker gets inside to the source and destination, it creates false path
without the knowledge of the users, the attacker will monitor the information and thus send to destination by attacker itself.
2) Half open Wormhole: Half open which means during the communication the attackers get inside to the source node and create
the false path send to receiver.
3) Closed Wormhole Attack: During the communication among source and destination the intruder who does not sent any packets
and creates a false path in hidden node.
B. Black hole Attack.
The Attack is[10] called as Routing layer attack, where the packet transmissions in many number of nodes from the routing layer.
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Fig.1.5.Black Hole Attack
In this attack mainly focuses on attack. In this [11] attack it is impossible to prevent and mitigate easily. It may prevent temporarily
in the networks. There are two types of
1) Internal Black hole Attack: The Attack may come inside the network and the inside node which make a false node and makes a
route to sender node and Receiver node,
2) External Black hole Attac: Attack which comes outside the network it can be called as DOS attacks. It may cause the network
traffic and make damage to the entire network.
C. Sybil Attack
The Attack which [13] makes the nodes as suspicious and create number of identities so that attacker can able to create many
number of identical nodes. They are one of the root causes for geographic Routing Protocols. [15] The attack which mainly focuses
on multi-hop Routing, Distributed Storage.

Fig.1.6.Sybil Attack
D. Sink Hole Attack
The Attack is the [3] insider Attack, by which the attacker who get inside through the node to the network and fetch the information
from the neighbours nodes which is based on the routing protocol. This [6] makes the communication to one or more node that
makes the Wireless Sensor Networks vulnerable. There are [9][21][22] different types of techniques used in sinkhole attack.
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Fig.1.7. Sinkhole Attack[7]
IV. DETECTION METHODS FOR ATTACKS ON NETWORK LAYER
The [19] technique to detect the worm hole attack are Message Travelling time information based method and Location and Time
based approaches. The technique [20] called packet leashes, which gives limit distance to travel the packet to the network. In the
case of time leashes approach [20] it is also called as temporal leashes which node which include the time at which time the packet
is send and receive node along with the time and verifies the values of the time, so that it helps to fetch the malicious node very
easily.
For the [16] detection of black hole attack the techniques can be as REWARD in Wireless Sensor Networks and Energy Efficient
Intrusion Detection System for Black Hole Attacks in WSN. The [17] technique called REWARD (Receive, Watch, Redirect) which
easily detect the malicious nodes. It forwards the packet the packets in the form of router called geographic location to keep noticing
of malicious nodes. It helps to improve to be more secure and performance. The next technique [18] to detect the hierarchical
routing protocol, which use to prevent from black hole attacks. It is a simple technique. it verifies both sensor node and the base
station by forwarding the packets.
The techniques to detect the Sybil attack are RSSI Method and K-Mean method.
The technique [25] called K-mean method; it is also called as RSS base detection method. It helps to detect the attack by changing
of time and transmission power. This method is mainly for clustering method. This method is used as node which is to be large
amount of time and more power, Thus the node is said to cause Sybil attack. if it in the case of short amount of time and less power
then it is not detected by Sybil attack. The technique [24] called RSSI Method which helps to checking the level of power at
different time. The technique that search for the correct location of malicious node. It is a multiple handle algorithm which helps to
find the malicious node.
The detection mechanisms [21] to mitigate sinkhole attack are Mobile Agent Based Approach and Message Digest Algorithm.
The technique called [22] mobile Agent based approach, which use to detect with help of mobile agent. The Mobile Agent which
means self control, it helps to move from one node to another not by sending the data. The mobile agent which gather all
information from mobile sensor node to entire network so that node which helps to detect the sink hole attack, whether the
information gathered to the node is malicious node. The technique called [23] Message Digest Algorithm which helps to detect the
sinkhole, it mainly detect the attack using the method called one-way hash chain. It transmits the message from source to destination
by trustable path. It helps the malicious node to hide the information from the attacker.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper a brief survey of wireless sensor networks, security purpose architecture of wireless sensor networks and types of
attacks in wireless sensor networks are discussed. The network layer attacks in wireless sensor networks and the detection methods
of those attacks are discussed.
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